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VSECTION 1.0
SUMMARY
The overall objective of thf^ NASA-sponsored Coannular Nozzle Model. Tech-
nology Program is to identity and develop the aerodynamic and acoustic
nozzle technology for an *dvanced second-generation supersonic propul-
sion system such as the Variable Stream Control Engine NSCE). The work
reported here was direc/,ed towards: (1) acquisition of static aerody-
namic and acoustic nozzle model data for comparison with large scale en-
gine data to be obtained during the Variable Cycle Engine NCE) Testhed
Programp and (2) evaluation of the acoustic prediction procedure devel-
oped under a preceding effort.
In accomplishing these objectives, a one-sixth scale model of the VCE
testbed exhaust system was designedp fabricated and experimentally in-
vestigated over a range of operating conditions. The model was designed
to simulate the nozzle operating at a duct burner exit temperature of
1089 K (1960 0R), and had a fan to primary nozzle area ratio of 0.65
and a fan nozzle radius ratio of 0.82. Tests were conducted both with
and without the ejector portion of the nozzle system.
Acoustic testing was completed in the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft anechoic
chamber (Stand X-206) at the Andrew Willgoos Turbine Laboratory. The
test matrix consisted of a total of 39 sets of operating conditions.
Data were acquired at operating conditions that will enable a direct
comparison of model and testbed data to evaluate scaleability of inver-
ted velocity profile (IVP) data. Noise characteristics at this match
point were predicted using the procedure developed in an earlier pro-
gram. Agreement between test data and noise predictions was generally
within the scatter of the data from which the prediction method is
derived. The standard deviations of these prediction curves vary from
1.0 to 2.4 dB, depending on the angle of radiation.
In another series of tests, fan stream and primary stream pressure and
temperature levels were varied independently in order to establish
acoustic sensitivity to these parameters, thereby ensuring the ability
to interpolate data to match actual testbed demonstrator operating con-
ditions. Data trends showed no deviation from earlier model test
results. Also, the acoustic data responded to stream property variations
in a way which was in general agreement with predictions.
Testing was accomplished with a hardwall ejector at four selected con-
ditions. In general, noise levels with the ejector were slightly higher
than without the ejector, but analyses indicate that a longer ejector
could reduce the noise level.
Following the acoustic evalc ►ation, the model, was tested for aerodynamic
performance in the Large Nozzle Thrust Facility at the United Technolo-
gies Research Laborakory. The test m^,trix consisted of a total of 30
cold flow performance points, and the model was evaluated over a range
of fan and primary nozzle pressure ratios similar to that in the pre-
ceding acoustic tests. Again, agreement was demonstrated between meas-
ured and predicted performance. In all cases, agreement between predic-
ted and measured thrust coefficients was within one percent.
Results of performance tests without the ejector showed thrust coeffi-
cients over :he range of flow conditions tested from n.97?, to 0.08?.
Installation of the ejector increased performance 0.2 to 0.4 percent,
with the greater increase tending to occur at the higher flow condi-
tions. At the simulated testbed condition, the thrust coefficient was
0.977 without the ejector and 0.980 with the ejector.
At fan to primary pressure ratios greater than 1.0, variations in fan
nozzle pressure ratio imparted a significant effect on the primary
nozzle discharge coefficient. At a primary nozzle pressure ratio of 1.0,9
increasing the fan nozzle pressure ratio from 2.4 to 1.7 decreased the
primary nozzle discharge coefficient from 1.93 to 0.84.
Overall, this work has contributed substantially to the data base for
developing an acoustically and aerodynamically viable coannular exhaust
nozzle system. In addition, it has provided valuable insight in antici-
pating the nozzle aero/acoustic performance and identifying possible
refinements to the VCE testbed demonstrator.
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SECTION 2.0
INTRODUCTION
The increasing importance of eniironwental considerations is expected to
require substantial reductions in exhaust system noise levels for the
next generation of supersonic commercial transport aircraft. Adequate
noise reduction must be obtained with a high Level of exhaust system
efficiency.
in the past several years, numerous Analytical and experimental propul-
sion system studies, conducted as part of the NASA-sponsored Supersonic
Cruise Airplane Research (SCAR) effort, identified the Variable Stream
Control. Engine (VSCE) as a promising propulsion system concept for both
high system performance and low noise generation. The engine is an ad-
vanced duct burning turbofan configuration that uses a low-noise, high
performance coennular exhaust system. The VSCE cycle can be matched to
provide a high velocity duct (fan) stream surrounding a low velocity
core (primary) stream resulting in an inverted velocity profile (IVP)
that offers an inherent jet noise benefit without mechanical noise sup-
pressors.
Reference 1 documents the earliest results of scale model IVP jet nozzle
noise tests and identifies the noise advantages of the IVP jet over con-
ventional turbojet or turbofan cycles. Since this early work was based
on static testing, the NASA-Lewis Research Center sponsored further
studies to identify the effects of flight on noise characteristics of
scale model IVP jets. Results of a flight simulation investigation (ref.
2) indicated that the IVP jet noise benefits observed under static con-
ditions would be retained in flight.
Since no procedure: was available to predict the IVP noise characteris-
tics for a wide range of applications for an advanced supersonic trans-
port (AST), additional experimental and analytical studies were under-
taken to develop and verify a new IVP prediction method. This prediction
procedure was developed during an earlier phase of the current NASA-
sponsored Coannular Nozzle Model Technology Program (refs. 3 and 4).
Data obtained to date, although extensive, are based on scale model test
results. Extrapolation of the data to noise predictions of a full scale
engine are based on the application of scaling 'laws developed for con-
ical nozzles. The assumption was made that these scaling laws are appli-
cable to inverted velocity profile jet noise.
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In this sogment of the Coannular Nozzle Model. Technology Program, work
W49 directed towards obtaining model acoustic data that can be scaled to
predict noise levels of the VCE testbed demonsts-;,tor, This wilt n1l.ow
comparison of noise data at the same thermodynnmi. , ; aond tons to deter-
mine IVP scaling factors, In addition, data were Otat-aed for comparison
to the aerodynamic/acoustic prediction procedure developed in the earli-
er effort. Data were .acquired using a one-sixth scale model of the VCR
testbed exhaust system with at removable hardwall ejects . Major findings
and results of the program are presented in this report. All of the
basic data obtained in this program are reported separately in the com-
panion Comprehensive Data Report (CDR) (ref. 5).
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SECTION 3.0
TEST FACIVI'LES, MODEL CONFIGURATION, AND INSTRUMENTATION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This section presents a brief description of the test facilities and
model used in the program. All acoustic evaluations were conducted in
the Anechoic Jet Noise facility at the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Commer-
cial Products Division, while performance tests were conducted in the
Large Nozzle Thrust Facility at the United Technologies Research Center.
Both facilities were used in conducting the aero/acoustic testing during
the preceding phase of the program, and more detailed information about
these facilities is contained in Reference 3.
The test model, as also described in this section, was designed to
duplicate major features of the exhaust system in the VCE testbed. Tn
additionn to the model design, this section contains a discussion of the
various acoustic and aerodynamic test instrumentation.
3.2 TEST FACILITIES
3.2.1 Anechoic Jet Noise Test Facility
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Anechoic Jet Noise Facility; stand X-106,
was used to obtain both acoustic data and jet plume velocity and Vemper-
ature profiles. The facility is located at the Andrews Willgoos 'turbine
Laboratory and is specially designed to provide an accurate simulation
of pure jet noise characteristics using scale model nozzles.
The test chamber ) as shown schematically in Figure 3.2-1, is lined with
acoustic absorbent wedges to provide an anechoic environment at frequen-
cies above 150 Hz. The volume of the chamber is approximately 140 cubic
meters (12,000 cubic feet). The nozzle, which is oriented verticall y
 in
the test chamber, exhausts through a stack located atop the chamber. The
stack is equipped with blowers and exhaust silencers. A slight inflow of
cooling air passes through the perforated walls of the chamber to eli.m-
inare secondary air currents induced by the nozzle exhaust and to pro-
vide for a uniform propagating medium within the chamber.
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Figure 3.2-1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Anechoic Jet Noise Test Facil-
ity (Stand X-206)
The air supply to each of the two streams of the coannulnr nozzle is
supplied by the laboratory compressed air system at a maximum flow rate
of 14 kg/sec (31 lb/sec) at a,maximum pressure of 4.14 x 10 9
 N/m2
(60 psia). The flow in each stream is independently controlled and meas-
ured by flow measuring venturis calibrated to within +0.2 percent at tile
Colorndo Engineering Experimentation Station ) Inc. Aix in each stream is
heated by direct natural gas-fired burners. The maxin.,jm temperature i.1.1
each stream is 1089 K (1960 0R) and the maximum nozzle pressure ratio
is 4.0. Fuel flow into the system is measured by calibrated fuel flow
venturis. Airflow silencers capable of 25 dB noise suppression are in-
stalled in each stream to prevent duct noise from reaching the test
nozzle.
3.2.2 Large Nozzle Thrust Facility
Aerodynamic performance tests were conducted in the Large Nozzle Thrust
Facility shown schematically in Figure 3.2-?. This facility operates on
the blowdown principle and consists of an air supply connected to an
apparatus that measurei thrust and airflow. Dried air. enters the stand
from the 2.7 x 10 6
 N/m (400 psia) blowdown system through a large
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1.016 in (40 in) diameter plenum. The high pressure air s ystem, when
operated in the blowdown mode, can provide runs of at least a 200 second
duration with airflow rates up to 34.05 kg/sec (75 lb/seal
 and nozzle
exit pressures of 10 atmospheres.
Ambient Com p air from Plenum with straightening baffles
	 Exhaust collector
2.7 x 106 N/m2 (400 ASIA)
blow down sy stem	 ,
Blowout disc	 Flow control/
adaptor section
	 1
Flow measuring vanturl	 Mount fianpo
(Smith Matz)	 Ring balance
1	 r?,	 i	 1	 Model nozzle
Figure 3.2-2 UTRO Large Nozzle Thrust Facility
During operation, ambient air, throttled from the 2.7 x 10 6N/m7
 (400
psis) blowdown system, is supplied to the upstream plenum. The flow is
straightened aerodynamically in the plenum chamber before passing
through a Smith-Matz flow measurement venturi for a measurement of the
total flow and into a balance section. The flow then passes through the
mount flange into the adapter/flow control section of the model, which
is indicated in Figure 3.2-3. At this point, the total flow is divided
into fan and primary flow. Primary flow is measured by a second venturi..
Both fan and primary flows are independently controlled by translating
choice plates in each stream that simultaneously serve as flow straight-
eners and control valvea,.
Each of these throttle-choke plate assemblies consists of two disks with
a series of drilled holes coincident with the full open position. Flow
is regulated by translating one of the disks relative to the other to
reduce the flow area. Flow quantity can be adjusted very precisely and
with practically no flow distortira over the full range. The throttled
flows then pass through the instrumentation section and exit from the
model into the exhaust collector.
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3.3 TESTBED ENGINE EXHAUST SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The coannular nozzle model designed and fabricated for this program is a
one-sixth representation of the configuration in the VCE testbed. Tfasi-
cally, the VCE testbed has a fixed-geometry conical primary nozzle, a
variable-geometry coannular fan duct nozzle and a removable ejector. The
variable fan nozzle provides the area variation necessary to satisfy
duct burner augmentation requirements.
A cross sectional view of the testbed exhaust system at the operating
conditions that served as the basis for the model design definition is
shown in Figure 3.3-1. These conditions are based on computer sumulation
estimates of the testbed engine operating characteristics. Further de-
scription of the testbed demonstrator design and operation, including
pertinent design details of Oie nozzle component, is contained in the
VCE Testbed Final Design Report (ref. 6). Detailed design drawings of
the model, hardware are included in the CDR (ref. 5).
Fan duct	 Primary
Nozzle pressure ratio Pt/Pa	 2.4
	
1.6
• Total temperature K (°R)
	
1089 (1960)
	
802 (1443)
• Nozzle area meter 2 (in.)	 0.181 (280)
	
0.277 (43C)
• Fan/primary area ratio
	
0.65
• Fan/primary velocity ratio V t/Vp	 1.56
Figure 3.3-1 VCE Testbed Demonstrator Exhaust System at Model. Design
Operating Conditions
A total nozzle jet area (primary area + fan area, or A S + A1S)
equivalent to a 12.7 cm (5.0 in) diameter conical nozzle was selected
for the model design for consistency with models previously tested (ref.
I .
1
9
3). The selection of a model nozzle area of 0.0127 m 2 (19.64 in2)
established the scaling factor for defining the model configuration
relative to the testbed exhaust system, as shown:
Area Scale Factor (ASF) .	 A • total model
Aj (fan and primary) testbed demonstrator
	
ASF -	 0.0127 m2 (19.64 in2)
0.181 m (280 in2 ) * 0.277 in (430 in )
ASF - 0.0277
Linear Scale Factor (LSF) = ASF
	
LSF
	
0.0277
LSF - 0.1664 (1/6 scale)
The scale model fan and primary nozzle areas are defined as follows:
Engine	 X ASF
	
- Scale Model
A' fan m2 (in2 )	 0.181 (280) X	 0.02766 -	 0.00501 (7.745)
A^ primary m2 (n2 )	 0.277 (430) X	 0.02766 =	 0900767 (11.894)
The resulting scale factors were applied to the testbed exhaust system
to dimensionally define the fan duct cowl, primary-af terbody/nozzle,
ejector and ejector support assembly. All model components were fabri-
cated of AISI 304 heat resistent stainless steel. Photographs of the
fan and primary nozzle assembly, ejector and support assembly and
ejector/nozzle assembly are shown in Figures 3.3-2 through 1.3-4. A
cross sectional view of the model and instrumentation sections in-
stalled on the X-206 stand is shown in Figure 3.3-5.
The comparison of the model and testbed nozzle flow paths in Figure
3.3-6 shows the duplication of major exhaust system features in the
model. Detail drawings of the model hardware are included in the com-
panion CDR (ref. 5). The comparison also indicates the duct burner
cooling liners and associated cooling flows, approximately eight per-
cent on the outer wall and four percent on the inner wall, that were
not modeled. Neither, the acoustic or nozzle performance test facili-
ties had the capability of simulating the cooling flows nor was it
possible to accurately characterize the properties of the flows ex-
iting the liners. Although the cooling flow characteristics were not
simulated, the total duct nozzle flow area of the model was comparable
to the full-scale testbed engine. The small rear facing step, approx-
imately 0.305 cm (0.120 in) between the testbed fan nozzle flap and
flap fairing, was not simulated in the model. It was felt that without
the simulation of low velocity cooling flow over the step, a smooth
fan nozzle contour was preferable for analysis of the acoustic data
and correlations with testbed data.
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Figure 3.3-5 VCE Testbed Model Installed on X-206 Stand Piping
3.4. TEST INSTRUMENTA'r[ON
3.4.1 Acoustic Instrumentation
In the anechoic chamber, acoustic signals were detected by a nolir
array of 0.635 cm (0.250 in) diameter Bruel 6 Kjaer (R&K) microphon,-s
(model no. 4135) positioned at n:)rmal incidence (n degree) from the
center of the test nozzle exit plane at a distance of A.57 m (Is ft).
Microphones were located every 10 degrees from 60 to 1h0 degrees rel-
ative to the upstream jet axis, as depicted in Figure 1.2-1. All mi-
crophones were calibrated prior to testing >,v a procedure tracea b le to
the National Bureau of Standards. Daily calibrations were Derformed
with a B&K No. 4220 Pistonphone.
12
Figure 3.3-6 Comparison of Test Model and VCE Testbed Nozzle Flow
Paths
3.4.2 Aerodynamic Instrumentation
3.4.2.1 Nozzle Operating Condition Instrumentation
The instrumentation and support section is located 0.533 m (21 in) up-
stream from the fan nozzle exit plane and serves a dual purpose. It
maintains the concentricity of the coannular nozzle assembly and con-
tains all necessary instrumentation to define the properties of flow
entering the nozzle. The section was employed for both the acoustic
and aerodynmanic portions of the test program, and thus used in both
the anechoic and Large Nozzle Thrust facilities.
The major portions of the instrumentation duct are shown in Figure
3.4-1. The instrumentation in the primary passage consisted of six
total pressure probes, six total temperature probes And four wall
static pressure taps. The fan stream instrumentation consisted of two
total pressure probes and two total temperature probes mounted in each
of the two duct struts and four static taps in both the inner and
outer wall. The total pressure and total temperature probes were in-
stalled protruding through the leading edge of the struts. The probes
are made up of removable rakes which are held in place at the ends of
the support struts.
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3.4.2.2 Nozzle Exhaust Plume Traverse Instrumentation
Surveys of the jet exhaust plume were conducted in the anechoic cham-
ber. These were made at several locations downstream of the model to
determine the radial, pressure and temperature profiles.
A combination wedge probe with total pressure, total temperature and
static pressure measurement capability was used in this program. This
type of probe has been used extensively in other NASA and Pratt b
Whitney Aircraft sponsored programs during recent years. A schematic
of the probe is shown in Figure 3.4-2. Static pressure is measured
with two orifices (a and b), one on each side of the 20-degree wedge.
Total temperature is determined by means of a thermocouple that is
exposed to flow through ports at the rear of the wedge at points d and
e. The flow exits at the base of the wedge through port f, which con-
trols the flow past the thermocouple 'head. This port was sized to es-
tablish the best balance between conductive and convective heat trans-
fer. The probe was extensively calibrated for pressure and temperature
recovery up to Mach no 1.6 and yaw angle of + 5 degrees at high and
low Reynolds numbers. Strain gages were placed at high stress areas on
the wedge so that probe stress could be monitored while traversing the
jet plume.
0.010m
10,375 IN.)
PIA.
o.360 I
IO.^GO N.1
	
00
F_'
P^ ORIFICE	 0.018
. A b40	 (
gNE EACH SIOE) 	 MOt'1
WslapBllay
FLOW DIRECTIONIC PORT„
	
0.009 101251
P PROBE.a a1	 (TH SIDES)
►^200	 ^ TIC
7/C VENT PORT. i
Figure 3.4-2 Details of Wedge Traverse Probe For Pressure and
Temperature Measurement
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SECTION 4.0
ACOUSTIC TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This section contains a discussion of the acoustic portion of model tes-
ting and rata analysis. The discussion includes a description of the
test matrix, operating conditions at each point and procedures employed
to establish the nozzle operating conditions. This is followed by a de-
scription of the acoustic data reduction methods, along with the method
of data validation. Finally, results of the acoustic tests are presented
and discussed.
4,2 ACOUSTIC TEST MATRIX AND TEST PROCEDURE
4.2.1 Acoustic Test Matrix
The model VCE nozzle was tested over the range of operating conditions
listed in Table 4.2-I. This matrix was structured to provide sufficient
data to perform the following:
(1) Validate the data by means of comparison of noise from the
model nozzle with only primary flow to noise predictions
from Reference 7.
(2) Define an envelope through which the operating line of the,
testbed is anticipated to pass. This envelope is expected to
contain at least one point that will match conditions at
which the testbed will operate at an area ratio 0.65.
(3) Provide acoustic data at sufficient operating conditions to
determine the sensitivity of noise to variations in stream
parameters.
(4) Compare noise characteristics of an IVP jet from a coannular
nozzle with and without an ejector shroud at the same oper-
ating conditions.
The additional test matrix points listed in Table 4.2-I were defined to
provide various diagnostic and comparative data.
4.2.2 Acoustic Test Procedure
The procedure for obtaining an acoustic data point consisted of setting
the fan and primary pressures and temperatures to specified values.
These values were then held constant with automatic controllers and op-
eration of the model was allowed to stabilize for approximately five
minutes before initiating data acquisition.
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TABLE 4.2-1
ACOUSTIC TEST MATRIX
NOMINAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
Tept P tf/P a Ttf$ vg Ptp/Pa Ttp 1►P
Pt. K	 (OR) m/sec(ft/sec) K	 ( OR1 m/dec(ft/sec)
1 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 1.60 80011440) 451(14701
2 2.40 1000(1800) 672(2206) 1.60 800(1440) 451(1474)
3 2.40 922(1660) 645(2116) 1060 80014401 451/14701
4 2.40 700(1260) 561(1819) 1.60 800(1440) 45) (14701
5 2.40 5890060) 513(1684) 1.60 800(1440) 451(1470)
6 2.20 1089(1960) 570(2191) 1160 800(1440) 451(1470)
7 2.80 1089(1960) 755(2476) 1.60 8O0(14401 451(1470)
8 2.60 1089(1960) 730(2395) 1.60 800(11+40) 4510 470)
9 2.80 700(1260) 60211975) 1.60 800 (1 440 ) 45104741
10 2.60 922(1660) 671(2201) 1.60 80004401 451(1474)
11 2.20 922(1660) 615(2019) 1.60 8nO(1440) 451(14701
12 2.00 1089(1960) 637(2091) 1.60 A00(1440) 451(1479)
13 2.00 700(1260) 503(1650) 1.60 900(1440) 45111470)
14 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 1.60 1089(1060) 527(177A)
15 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 1.60 472(1660) 4.9411580)
16 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 1.60 589(1060) 986(1267)
17 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 2.00 584(1060) 461(1516)
18 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 1.40 584(10601 170(1081)
19 2.10 889(1600) 587(1927) 2.0a 1350(1 4+30) S710,471)
20 1.93 933(1679) 566(1858) 1.93 433(1674) 566085$)
21 2.34 903(1625) 630(2067) 1.79 $17(1471) 5n4(1657)
22 2.10 1072(1930) 649(2190) 1.37 71802021 151(1154)
23 2.25 1072(1930) 668(2190) 1.47 7530 156) 107(17n ► )
24 2.50 1089(1960) 717(2351) 1.53 911(14601 411(1470)
25 3.20 1089(1960) 796(261?) 1.53 811 1 1460) 41104201
26 2.40 478(860) 434(1423) 1.60 $00(1440) 451(1470)
27 3.20 1089(1960) 796(2611) 1.60 A0014401 451(1474)
28 3.20 700(1260) 635(2082) 1.50 800(1441) 1151(1470)
29 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 2.40 800044n) 60n(to6A)
30 2.00 857(1543) 563(1848) 2.00 851(1541) 561(1848)
38 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 1.40 800(1440) 1$5(176?)
IE 2.40 1089(1960) 702(2303) 1.60' 800(1440) 451(1470)
3E 2.40 922(1660) 645(21.16) 1.60 800(1440) 451(1470)
4E 2.40 700(1260) 561(1839) 1.50 800(1440) 451(1470)
1.9E 2.10 889(1600) 587(1927) 2.08 85n(151n) 571/18711
1P ------------------------- ------ 1.60 800(1440) 451(1470)
14P ----------------------- -------- 1060 1089(19601 577(1790
15P ------------------------------- 1.50 42206601 484(1580)
17P ----------------- -------------- 2.00 544(10110) 4620 516)
NOTES: 1) All values normalized to Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) standard day conditions (T a - 9980K (5170R),
relative humidity - 70 x)
E - operation with the ejector installed
P - Operation with only primary flow
2) actual nozzle and ambient test conditions are listed in
Appendix C.
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Both acoustic and nozzle operating condition data were acquired simul-
taneously. During data acquisition, nozzle operating conditions were
closely monitored for fluctuations. if fluctuations were obsarved, data
were not taken and operating conditions were stabilized again before in-
itiating data acquisition.
4.3 ACOUSTIC DATA REDUCTION METHODS
The acoustic signals measured by the microphone arrav in the ainechoic
chamber were corrected, analyzed, scaled to testbed and VSCE-501B studv
engine size, and extrapolated from the measuring radius to several radii,
and sidelines. Figure 4.3-1 presents a flowchart of the data reduction
sequence and indicates the available data outputs. The methods of calcu-
lating overall sound pressure level (OASPL) t power level (PWL), overall
power level (OAPWL) and perceived noise level (PNL) are given in Appen-
dix A.
4.3.1 Correction Factors
The recorded acoustic data were reduced to one-third octave band sound
pressure levels from 100 Hz to 80 kHz by a pnWid digital analysis per-
formed with a General Radio No. 1921 Analyzer. The one-third octave band
model scale sound pressure levels were then corrected for calibrated
cable and microphone responses.
In order that all data be on the same basis, one-third octave band data
were transformed into "theoretical day" or "lossless day" data by apply-
ing the values of atmospheric absorption, as defined in Reference S.
These corrections add sound pressure level (SPL) values to measured data
thereby representing the noise that would be measured at the microphone
if no noise was lost through atmospheric absorption. The model data that
were scaled to represent the testbed and full size engines, as discussed
in Section 4 f 3.2, were corrected to a Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) standard day (Ta = 298 0R (537 0R), relative humdity = 70 per-
cent) by adding the corrections of Reference 8.
4.3.2 Scaling and Extrapolation Techniques
Model noise data were scaled to represent both testbed and full size en-
gine data. The model, having a 0.127 m (5 .n) equivalent diameter, was
scaled up six times for the testbed demonstrator and twelve times for
the study engine. The scaling method consisted of increasing model SPL
values by the amount 20 log S and reducing; the model size frequencies by
the factor S, where S is the linear scale factor.
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Spectra Converted *)"Theoretical Day"
by Correcting to "';era" Atmospheric
Absorption
• Calculation of Overall Sound Pressure
Level, Sound Power Level Spectra and
Overall Sound Power Level
• "Theoretical Day"Spectra Scaled 6X and
Size to Produce Acoustic Parameters
for .76m (30 In,) and 1,52m (60 Its,)'
Equivalent Diameter
Testbad and full size Engine at4S,7m
(150 ft) Radius Measuring Distance
• Scoled Spectra Corrected to FAA Day
by Subtracting FAA day Atmospheric
Absorption from "Theoretical Day"
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• PNL Calculated for Different Sideline
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Output (All test points)
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PWL (f) and OAPWL
• PNL at 45.7 m (160 ft) Radius and fit in
(200 ft), 112.8 m (370 ft), 243.8 m (800 ft)
and 648.6m W26 ft) Sidelines
Figure 4.3-1 Flow Chart of Acoustic Data Reduction Sequence
Model data were extrapolated from the 4.57 m (15 ft) measuring radius to
several radii and sideliness by applying the spherical divergence law.
Thus, data were adjusted by subtracting the i,orrection 20 log d/dm,
where 4 is the distance from the nozzle to the radius or sideline being
extrapolated to and dm is the treasuring radius from the nozzle. Both
distances are for a particular angle. The atmospheric absorption correc-
tions of Reference 8 were also applied to extrapolated data. Because the
characteristics of the test facility ensured far field acoustic signals
free from ground reflections, all acoustic values calculated from meas-
ured data were also free field. The extrapolated data do not include
extra ground attenuation.
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4.4 DATA VALIDITY
Testing was conducted at four operating conditions with only primary
stream flow for the purpose of comparing measured levels with levels
predicted using the SAE single jet method to evaluate data validit y . The
stream total, temperature ranged from 800 K (1440 0R) to 1059 K
(19600R), while the jet velocity was varied from 451 m/sea (1479
ft/sec.) to 527 m/sec (1728 ft/sec). Acoustic data from the convergent
primary nozzle } as recorded and processed by the data acquisition Sys-
tem, were compared to the SAS single jet prediction method of Reference:
7. The stated accuracy of this prediction procedure is ± 3 dB. Spectra
and OASPL directivity for typical model data are shown in Figures
4.4-1.through 4.4.3. The agreement of spectral shapes and directivity
patterns, along with measured levels that are for the most part within
the accuracy bani of the SAE prediction method, provides the confidence
that teat data are valid and accurately represent the noise generated by
the model nozzle.
4.5 DISCUSSION OF ACOUSTIC '.TEST RESULTS
Representative results obtained during acoustic testing are presented in
this section. The following topics are discussed: effects of parametric-
ally varying .fan and primary stream properties on IVP jet noise, effects
of a hardwall ejector on jet noise characteristies, and a testbed data
comparison.
4.5.1 Parametric Variations
In this series of tests, the influence of primary and fan stream temper-
ature and pressure ratio on noise was examined. The purpose of this type
of testing was to determine a point of direct comparison of model and
testbed data for assessing the applicability of scaling laws developed
for other types of jets to IVP jets. Thus, a range of operating condi-
tions was covered to allow interpolation of data at conditions closely
duplicating those of the testbed.
Variations in stream temperature or pressure ratio affect jet mixing
noise levels of conventional jets. To determine the effect of changes in
stream properties on the acoustic characteristics of an IVP jet, total
temperatures and pressures were varied independently in each stream.
Figure 4.5-1 shows the test matrix variations in fan stream properties
at -constant primary conditions, and Figure 4.5-2 identifies those for
the primary stream at constant fan conditions.
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Figure 4.5-1 Parametric Variation of Fan Stream Properties at
Constant Primary Operating Conditions
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Figure 4.5-2 Parametric Variation of Primary Stream Properties at
Constant Fan Operating Conditions
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1
In each figure, properties of one stream were varied while the other was
maintained constant. For all points shown in Figure 4.5-1, primary
stream conditions were maintained constant and fan stream properties
were varied systematically. Test points at constant fan pressure ratios
are connected by dashed lines and points at constant fan temperature by
solid ones. Fan stream temperature was varied from 422 0K (76008) to
10890K (1960oR) at six pressure ratios. Correspondingly, fan pres-
sure ratio was varied from 2.0 to 3.2 at six fan stream temperature lev-
els. Figure 4.5-2 shows variations of primary stream properties in a
manner similar to that of Figure 4.5-1. Primary stream temperature
ranged from 5890K (10600R) to 1O890K (1960 OR) at a pressure
ratio of 1.6. Primary stream pressure ratio varied from 1.4 to ? .4 at
primary temperature of 800 K (14400R).
4.5.1.1 Noise Sensitivity to Variations in Fan Temperature
In Figure 4.5-3, overall sound pressure level directivity and spectra at
60 7 90, 130 and 150 degrees are shown with the fan stream temperature
varied from 478 K (860 R) to 1089 K (1960 0R) at a fan pressure ratio
of 2.4. The primary stream conditions were the same for all si.x points.
Figure 4.5-3 indicates that SPL values increased with increasing fan
temperature. The greatest effect of increasing fan temperature, and thus
velocity, is in the high frequency premerged portions of the spectra. Tn
this high frequency region, SPL increased with fan temperature at all
angles while the low frequency merged region was relativel y
 unaffected.
In Figure 4.5-3, the increase in noise for low angles at 16 kHz is
attributed to fan shock noise. The data indicate that this fan shock
noise decreased with increasing fan temperature, as predicted b y the
procedure reported in Reference 3. The OASPL directivit y indicated that
the effect of fan temperature variations was greatest at ion to 11 0
 de-
grees from the upstream axis.
4.5.1.2 Noise Sensitivity to Variations in Fan Pressure Ratio
At constant primary stream conditions and constant fan temperature of
1089 K (19600R), fan pressure ratio was varied from 2.0 to I.!. Typi-
cal results at these conditions are presented in Figure 4.5-4. As indi-
cated, noise levels increased with fan pressure ratio and, again, the
greatest effect was in the high frequency, premerged part of the spec-
tra. Over the range of operating conditions in this te^'t, the low fre-
quency IVP jet noise was more sensitive to .fan velocity resulting from
changes in fan pressure ratio than to those due to changes in fan tem-
perature (refer to Figure 4.5-3). This was because, in the case of in-
creasing fan temperature, the increased noise resulting from higher
merged jet velocity was offset by reduced noise resulting from decreased
merged jet density.
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In contrast, as fan pressure ratio increased at constant fan tempera-
ture, the noise increased with rising fan stream velocity, while there
was little change in noise resulting from density changes. Fan shock
noise is evident at pressure ratios of 2.4, 2.6 and 1.2. The OAS pL di-
rectivity indicates that the effects of fan pressure ratio variations
are nondirectional.
4.5.1.3 Noise Sensitivity to Variations in Primary Temperature
Primary stream temperature was varied from 589 K ( 10600R) to 1089 K
(19600R) at a constant primary pressure ratio of 1.6 and constant fan
conditions. Figure 4.5-5 shows the acoustic results. At 60 degrees, fan
shock noise in the region of 16 kHz was avident in all cases. Noise
levels increased with primary temperature at all angles. The effect of
increasing primary temperature was to increase the level of the low fre-
quency merged jet noise while high frequency levels were unchanged.
Variati.onv in primary stream temperature produced the greatest changes
in jet noise at aft angles.
4.5.1.4 Noise Sensitivity to Variations in Primary Pressure Ratio
Spectra and OASPL directivity for three points with varying primary
stream pressure ratio are shown in Figure 4.5-6. The primary total tem-
perature was the same for all three points, along with the fan stream
conditions. The effects of variations in primary pressure ratio gere in
the low frequency merged eegions of the spectra. Tn this region, SPL
values increased with primary pressure ratio. Premerged parts of the
spectra were nearly unaffected by pressure ratio variations in the pri-
mary stream. The OASPL directivity indicated that noise changes due to
varying primary pressure ratio were most pronounced at aft angles.
4.5.1.5 Summary of Parametric Investigations
Results of these parametric evaluations show noise levels varied
smoothly with each of the parameters. Variation of primary stream param-
eters produced the greatest effect at low frequencies and angles near
the downstream jet axis. In contrast, variation of fan stream properties
had the greatest influence in the high frequency region of the spectrum,
and these effects were nondirectional over the angles measured.
4.5.2 Ejector Effects on Noise
In the related VCE Testbed Program, the nozzle will be tested both with
and without an ejector. The ejector will be a hardwall configuration
with provisions for acoustic treatment. For the model testing conducted
in this program, however, only a hardwall ejector that simulated the
geometry of the testbed configuration was tested. Details of the ejector
design are in Section 3.3. The ejector differs from a flight design in
that it has a bellmouth inlet. This feature was incorporated in the
model and testbed designs to more accurately simulate the flowpath of
the entrained air into an ejector during takeoff.
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In this portion of the program, a total of four points was evaluated,
both with and without the ejector, to .isolate its effects on the acous-
tic characteristics of an IVP jet. Fan stream velocity ranged from 561
m/sec (1839 ft/sec) to 702 m/sec (2303 ft/sec), while fan stream temper-
atures varied from 700 K (1260 00
 to 1089 K (19b0oR). The primary
stream conditions for three of the four points were held at a total tem-
perature of 800 K (14400R) and a velocity of 451 m/sec (1479 ft/sec).
The fourth point, having a fan velocity of 587 m/sec (1927 ft/sec), hail
a primary stream total temperature of 850 K (15300R) and a primary
stream velocity of 571 m/sec (1873 ft/sec).
When initially tested, installation of the ejector resulted in the gen-
eration of large amplitude tones at 500 Hz with a harmonic of 1000 Hz,
at every test condition. The mechanism precipitating this result was
suspected to be a feedback loop between the fan nozzle lip and the inner
surface of the ejector. Since this condition was postulated to be a con-
sequence of a very symmetrical and aerodynamically smooth configuration
not typical of a flight engine, the model was modified to eliminate the
smoothness. This was accomplished by inserting 0.318 cm (0.125 in) diam-
eter screws through the lip of the fan nozzle into the fan stream, as
shown in Figure 4.5-7. These "tone suppressors" were equally spaced at
eight locations around the nozzle lip, and the depth of intrusion in the
fan stream was varied incrementally until at 0.127 cm (0.050 in) the
tone was not observed in the spectra. On the basis of these results it
was thought that the suppressors disrupted the fan stream flow suffi-
ciently at the nozzle lip to eliminate the feedback loop between the
nozzle and ejector.
Primary nozzle
Primary stream --..
Figure 4.5-7 Tone Suppressors Installed on Fan Nozzle
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Figure 4.5-8 shows the positive effects of the tone suppressors on model
jet noise. Spectra for the same operating condition and at the same
angle are shown both with and without tone suppression. As indicated,
the tone was reduced greatly t although there appears to be some increase
in high frequency broadband noise.
Comparisons of acoustic data with and without the ejector were accomp-
lished by taking the high frequency portion (f >_16 kHz) of the ejector
spectra from data without tone suppressors and the portion of the spec-
tra at f <16 kHz from the data with suppressors. Thi3 procedure provides
the most accurate assessment of acoustic changes since high frequency
broadband noise produced by the "tone suppressors" was not present in
the spectra of nonejector jet noise.
Figure 4.5-9 shows spectra and directivity at a low fan velocity point.
At these operating conditionsp the ejector produced a small reduction in
peak PNL. The directivity (Figure 4.5-9a) shows that a reduction in SPL
was produced at the aft angles, while a slight increase was produced at
mid angles. The spectra (Figures 4.5-9b through e) indicate that the
ejector was effective in reducing high frequency noise at the aft angles.
in Figure 4.5-10, there is another point of comparison for evaluating
the effects of an ejector. Overall sound pressure level directivity and
spectra at 60 9
 90 0 120 and 150 degrees are shown. This was the operating
condition that the ejector was least effective in reducing jet noise. In
this series of curves, Figure 4.5-10a illustrates that at all angles
forward of 140 degrees from the upstream axis, the ejector increased SPL
values, while at other angles the ejector had little effect. The spec-
tra, Figures 4.5-10b through 10e, indicate that at low frequencies (i.e.
f < 4000 Hz) the ejector also produced little effect. This is because
the region of the jet generating low frequencies is downstream of the
ejector ands thereore t not influenced by it. This result is typical and
had been observed during a previous program (ref. 1). Also, the high
frequency (f > 20 kHz) portions of the spectra were relatively unaf-
fected by the ejector. However, this is not consistent with the data of
reference 1. This lack of agreement with earlier findings provided the
impetus to conduct a more comprehensive examination of the design of the
ejector model.
Figure 4.5-11 presents a comparison of the ejector designed for this
study with the configuration evaluated in the earlier NASA-sponsored
coannular model test program, Reference 1. This figure clearl-v indicates
two major configurational differences. The first is the ejector inlet..
The inlet of the model used in this test is a bellmouth geometry, as
stated previously, but the Reference 1 configuration was a high Mach
number, flighE-type inlet design.
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Figure 4.5-11 Comparison of Testhed Model Ejector to Previously Tested
"jector Configuration
The second major difference is the ejector length. The earlier config-
uration is more than 50 percent longer than the current design rel,ntive
to the equivalent diameters 
of 
the two models. Tn, view of the test re-
sults,' this would suggest that the region of the Jet generating very
high frequency noise was not contained within the short oJector t whereas
'it was contained by the longer ejector.
in an UP jet, very high frequency noise is generated neir, the fan noz-
zle lip and the noise sources generating lower fr ►quencies are distribu-
ted further downstream along the jet axis (ref. 4). Because of this spa-
tint distribution of the noise source, as difference in length between
the two ejectors could result in spectral differonces since a long ejec-
e -tor would influence more of they high .and intermediate noise generating
sources.
Tn Figure 4.5-12, differences in one-third octave band SPL 'between test
points both with and without the ejector rare shoxni Car the long and
short ejector configurations. The fan pressure ratios for the long and
short ejectors are 2.50 and 2.40 respectively. The fan stream tempera-
tures are 1089 K (t960 0R) for both configurations. Primar y stream con-
ditions are also quite similar, a	 as seen from the figure. Data 	 sev-
eral angles are presented. The data suggest several conclusions, ns fol-
lows:
(1) Low frequency noise is relatively unaffected by either ejector.
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(2) At the aft angles and high frequencies, a large difference
existed between the acoustic effects of the two ejectors. The
tong ejector exhibits a much larger reduction in high frequency
noise than the short ejector. This may indicate that high fre-
quency noise sources are far enough upstream to be strongly
influenced by the long ejector, but not far enough to be af-
fected significantly by the short ejector. If this is the case
for the short ejector, high frequency noise would radiate to
the aft angles as if the ejector was not present. In contrast,
high frequency noise with the long ejector would be influenced
by it. A source inside an ejector shroud was modeled analyti-
cally (ref. 10), and results showed that noise would be redi-
rected from the aft angles to mid angles. Figures 4.5-17b
through 12f present data supporting this premise.
(3) The directivity of fan stream shock noise (fan pressure ratio
2.4) was altered by both ejectors and the effect was more pro-
nounced than that of the ejectors on mixing noise. Figure
4.5-12 shows that at angles forward of 120 degrees shock noise
levels in the 10 kHz and 12.5 kHz one-third octave hands are
greater with the ejector installed. At 110 degrees, the long
ejector reduced shock noise by a small amount, while no reduc-
tion was evident with the short ejector. At 140 degrees, both
ejectors reduced fan shock noise; the longer configuration
having a greater effect. Redirection of shock noise by both
ejectors is similar to the redirection of high frequenc y mixing
noise by the long ejector. That is, shock noise is being redi-
rected from the aft angles to the side and forward ones by ?Soth
ejectors. This could indicate that the source location of the
fan shock noise is further upstream than the high frequency
mixing noise. Therefore, shock noise is influenced by the short
ejector, whereas mixing noise is not. In addition, the effect
of both ejectors on shock noise is distinct from and greater
than their effect on mixing noise. This might also result from
the shock noise source being located further upstream than high
frequency mixing noise sources.
In summary, the testbed ejector did not affect the acoustic charac-
teristics of the model nozzle to the degree expected on the basis of
data obtained from previous testing. The absence of peak Pn reductions
by the later ejector was postulated to be due to the ejector design,
specifically, the shorter length.
4.5.3 Testbed Comparison
One objective of this study was to obtain scale model UP jet noise data
for comparison with the testbed results when available. In this manner.,
the ability to scale the model IVP jet data may he evalu,-.ted. To provide
this comparison, acoustic data were obtained at several points in the
model test matrix in order to bracket the expected testbed demonstrator
operating line. Data have been scaled to the testbed size and extrapo-
lated to the measuring radius of the planned testbed aerojacoustic eval-
uation.
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Prior to the model test, a detailed knowledge of the operating charac-
teristics of the testbed vehicle was not available. Preliminary cycle
simulations were developed in order to provide a set of operating con-
ditions for model-to-testbed noise comparisons. The model-to-testbed
comparison was intended to correspond to a testbed fan stream tempera-
ture equal to the maximum flow temperature that the scale model jet
noise facility could provide. At this temperature and the anticipated
testbed fan nozzle pressure ratio, the ratio of the variable fan nozzle
area to the primary nozzle area was expected to be approximately 0.65.
Accordingly, the fixed model nozzle area ratio was designed to be 0.69.
Subsequent to the completion of the model test program, preliminary
testing and additional computer simulations of the testbed were obtained
for a better definition of its operating characteristics. In Table 4.5-I
it may be seen that the results of the simulation at one point and model
test data provide a reasonably accurate comparison. These results indi-
cate that a direct evaluation of scale model and testbed acoustic re-
sults should be possible. Note that the fan stream thermodynamic condi-
tions are matched exactly. Primary stream pressure ratios and tempera-
tures in the model and testbed vary by less than 2%, and the area ratios
differ by less than 8%. The scalemodel and anticipated testbed operat-
ing conditions and geometries are sufficiently similar to achieve the
objective of assessing the ability to scale IVP jet noise data. Because
Table 4.5-I is based on a testbed simulation, the model was run at a
variety of conditions to permit a good comparison if the actual engine
points are not truly simulated. Additional data are provided in Appendix
B for the anticipated engine match point and points near the anticipated
engine match point. A complete presentation of test data is contained in
the companion Comprehensive Data Report (ref. 5).
TABLE 4.5-I
OPERATING CONDITIONS AT POINT OF COMPARISON FOR MODEL AND TESTBED
VP
(m/sec)
VF
(m/sec)
TTP
(K)
TTF
(K) Ptp/Pa	 P tf/Pa AF/AP VF/^^p
Model	 450.8 702.0 800 1089 1.60	 2.40 0.65 1.56
Data
Testbed 441.4 702.0 801 1089 1.57
	
2.40 0.60 1.50
Simulation
Microphones in the anechoic chamber are located on a 4.57 m (15 ft)
polar arc. Therefore ? the ratio of measuring distance to the model noz-
zle equivalent diameter is 36. To avoid complications arising from the
spatial distribution of noise sources in the jet plume, it is desirable
to make acoustic measurements at this same measuring distance/nozzle
diameter ratio in the VCE Testbed Program. Accordingly, five ground
plane microphones are planned on a 27.43 m (90 ft) polar arc centered on
the testbed nozzle at the test facility.
1
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The series of curves in Figures 4.5-13 and 4.5-14 show the model test
point of the comparison scaled to testbed size and extrapolated to a
27.43 m radius. Spectra at 60, 90, 110, 120, 130, 140 9 and 150 degrees
are shown in Figure 4.5-1:1. Overall sound pressure level directivity and
perceived noise level directivity are shown in Figure 4.5-14.
4.5.4 Data Comparison With Prediction
Also shown in Figure 4.5-13 are results of jet noise predictions for the
testbed without the ejector at the match point, using the procedure re-
ported in Reference 3. Examination of the spectra shows that predictions
are most accurate at 90 degrees, where agreement between predicted and
model data is within M. At this angle, both level. and spectral shape
are very close. Conversely, at 60 degrees, the prediction and data spec-
tral shape differ, even though the overall level agrees. Aft of 90 de-
grees spectral shapes are well approximated by the prediction method and
levels are generally within the data scatter of the prediction method
given in Table 4.5-II.
PNL directivity, calculated from data scaled to testbed size and extrap-
olated to a 648.6 m. (2128 ft.) sideline is compared to predictions in
Figure 4.5-14. Data and prediction agree to within 2 dB at all. angles.
The greatest difference between data and prediction occurs at 1500
where the predicted levels were 2 dB higher than the measurements.
Additional comparisons of predictions and data are contained in the CDR,
Reference 5.
TABLE 4.5-II
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF IVP JET NOISE PREDICTION CURVES
(from Ref. 3)
Low Frequency
	
High Frequency
Jet Mixing Noise	 Jet Mixing Noise
8 v e v
60 1.0 70 2.4
90 1.5 90 1.6
120 1.0 110 1.5
150 1.4 130 1.7
150 1.7
6 Degrees from upstream jet axis
i
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SECTION 5.0
AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Aerodynamic data obtained from the performance test phase of the program
are described in this section, along with the test procedure and test
matrix. Included is a discussion of nozzle performance data and exhaust
plume velocity profiles obtained from the plume survey data. Comparisons
of predicted and measured nozzle thrust coefficients are also presented.
5.2 AERODYNAMIC TEST PROCEDURE AND TEST MATRIX
5.2.1 Exhaust Plume Surveys
Jet exhaust plume pressure and temperature surveys were conducted in
X-206 stand in conjunction with the acoustic tests. Data were acquired
with the traversing probe system described earlier in Section 4.2.2.
The procedure used in this series of tests consisted of making traverse
measurements along one radial line from the nozzle centerline to the
extremity of the jet plume at various axial positions downstream of the
nozzle exit. A detailed description of the traverse procedure is con-
tained in reference 3.
Two exhaust plume surveys were conducted: one without an ejector and one
with the ejector installed on the model. Each survey was conducted at
the nozzle operating conditions corresponding to point 1 of the acoustic
test matrix shown in Table 4.2-I. Each set of plume survey data con-
sisted of 45 individual measurements obtained by radial traverses at
five axial locations. The number of data points and axial location, rel-
ative to the fan nozzle exit plane, for each traverse is shown in Table
5.2-1. The axial locations are defined both in terms of linear dimen-
sions and equivalent nozzle diameters, L/D e , based on the fan and
primary total jet area, 0.0127 m 2
 (19.63 ink).
5.2.2 Nozzle Performance Tests
Static nozzle aerodynamic performance tests were conducted in the Large
Nozzle Thrust Facility at the United Technologies Research Center with
an unheated air flow. Data were acquired over a range of fan nozzle
pressure ratios for one primary operating condition and also over a
range of primary nozzle pressure .ratios for one fan operating condition.
Nozzle thrust and discharge coefficients were determined from measure-
ments of pressure, temperature, thrust and airflow data over a range of
conditions. Tests were also conducted over a range of primary pressure
ratio without fan flow. ASME reference nozzle tests were conducted
before and after the nozzle performance tests to verify the operation of
the Thrust Facility nozzle balance.
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^F
Station
Number
1(1)
1A(2)
2
4
5
Axial Location Relative to
Fan Nozzle Exit Plane
m (in) L/Deq
0.114 4.50 0.90
0.185 7.28 1.46
0.292 11.50 2.30
0.445 17.5 3.50
0.589 23.1 4.64
0.881 34.7 6.94
Number of
Data Points
1n
1O
10
a
8
8
0
1
i
i
TABLE 5.2-1
PLUME SURVEY TRAVERSE MATRIX
Nozzle OperatingL Conditions
Fan	 Primary
Pt/Pa
T tK (°R)
V d m/sec (ft/sec)
2.4
	
1.6
1089 (1960)	 800 (1440)
702 (2303)
	
451 (1479)
W
(1) without ejector
(2) with ejector
The test procedure employed during testing consisted of varying the fan
or primary nozzle pressure ratio to cover the defined operating range,
while maintaining the other stream at a fixed operating condition. At
each test point, the output of the force balance and flow metering sys-
tems were recorded, along with charging station pressure and temperature
values. Ambient conditions in the test facility were also recorded.
The aerodynamic performance test matrix is presented in Table 5.2-I1.
This matrix includes a total of 30 operating points and covers a range
of operating conditions at constant fan and primary pressure ratio with
and without the ejector.. An ASME reference nozzle was also tested over a
range of pressure ratios (1.8 to 4.2) prior to, and upon completion of
the model performance test program.
5.3 AERODYNAMIC DATA REDUCTION
Aerodynamic data are discussed in two categories: (1 ) nozzle exhaust
profiles, and (2) thrust and flow coefficients.
5.3.1 Traverse Data Reduction
Nozzle exit velocity and temperature distributions were determined from
the traverse data obtained in the anechoic chamber. The probe simul-
taneously measured a static pressure (P s ), a total pressure (Pt) and
a total temperature (T t) at a given radial location. The velocity (V)
and Mach Number (M) were then calculated by equations 5-1 and 5-2.
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TABLE 5.2-II
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE TEST MATRIX
Fan Nozzle Primary
Configuration Pressure Ratio Pressure Ratio
ASME Nozzle 1.8 to 4.2
Testbed Model 1.8,	 2.0 1 	2.2,	 2.4,	 2.8,	 3.2 1.6
Without Ejector 2.4 1.4,	 1.5,	 1.8,	 7.n,
1.2,	 2.4
Pan Flow Off 1.4,	 1.7 9 	2.0,	 ?.49
2.7,	 3.2
With Ejector 1.8,	 2.0,	 2.2,	 2.4 9 	2.8,
	 3.2 1.6
2.4 1.4,	 l.h,	 1•Rs	 ?.no
2.2,	 2.4
^Y gcR Tt M 2
V	 2 m/sec (ft/sec)	 Eq. (5-1)
1 + y - 1 M
2
where:
'Y - 1
M	
2	
(P/P)
	
-1
y - 1 C t s
Eq. (5-7)
y	 - Specific heat ratio
R	 - Gas constant - 88.51 Nm/kg OK (53.3 lbf ft/lbn OR)
gc - Conversion factor - 1.0 kg m/N secl (32.174 lbm ft/lbf sect)
5.3.2 Nozzle Thrust and Discharge Coefficient Data Reduction
Nozzle thrust and discharge coefficient were determined from the per-
formance tests. By definition, the thrust coefficient (CT) of a noz-
zle is the ratio of the actual nozzle thrust (as measured by the test
stand balance) to the ideal thrust (which is based on the thermo-
dynamic properties of the flow entering the nozzlel.
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j
CT	 It—
 
where F t
	x measured thrust	 Eq. (5-3)
Fidt	 yidt = total ideal thrust
Fid primary + Fid fan
The ideal thrust (Fid) of each stream is calculated by the equation:
	
2Y	
2 ^ ^	
P2 ly
Fid `
 Pt A*	 1 - a	 Eq. ( 5-4)
	
Y-1
	
IT_
+ 1	 Pt
where:
Pt - area weighted average total pressure at instrumentation station
(N/m2 (psis))
Pa n ambient pressure (N/m 2 (psi&))
'Y+1
A*
	 Wt	 TtR 1 * y-1 201	
Eq. (5-5)
P t	 gc'Y	 2
A* - Nozzle throat area
and	 Wt w Total measured air flow rate (kg/secs ( lbm/sec))
Tt - Total temperature at instrumentation station ( K (ok))
The nozzle discharge coefficient for each stream is calculated by the
equation:
CD' - t 	 Eq. (5-6)
Wid
where:
(Y+1)
Y 2 (y-1)
Wid - PtA	
M	
'YSc	 1 
+'Y-1	
M2	 Eq. (5-7)
Tt	 R	 2
(kg/sec (lbm/sec))
A	 Nozzle exit area in each stream (m 2 (ft2))
M	 1.0 if Pt/Pa > 1.8929
	
'Y-1	 (Eq. (5-8)
M -	 2
	(1	
'Y y	 1	 if P t/Pa < 1.8929
y-1
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2VN Nf
RADIUS "'
RATIO 0
R/Rof
2
AXIAL
STATION
m__ o.^
Hof 6,83 em (2,69 (n,)DEO * 12.7 Cm (6,0 In.)
EJECTOR
5.4 DISCUSSION OF AERODYNAMIC TEST RESULTS
A discussion of the aerodynamic test results is presented in this sec-
tion. The effect of the ejector on exhaust plume velocity profile is
discussed in Section 5.4.1. Tests verifying the nozzle balance operation
are discussed in Section 5.4.2. Nozzle performance, thrust and flow co-
efficients, both with and without the ejector, are described in Sections
5.4.3 and 5.4.4, respectively. A comparison of predicted and measured
thrust coefficients without the ejector is container! in Section 5.4.5.
5.4.1 Nozzle Exhaust Velocity Profiles
Radial exhaust velocity profiles from plume traverse measurements were
normalized relative to the fan stream ideal velocity (Vidf ) 700 m/sec
(2300 ft/sect and fan nozzle outer radius (Rof) 0.0683 m (2.69 in). A
comparison of normalized profiles with and without the ejector indicates
that the ejector had little effect on the decay of the inverted velocity
exhaust plume, as shown in Figure 5.4-1. Both in the initial premixed
region and merged region of the plume (stations 2 and 5, respectively),
the peak velocity measured with or without the ejector is similar. Al-
though the shape of the profiles are similar, presence of the ejector
tends to displace the f::.t stream flow inward towards the centerline.
This effect is more pronounced in the premixed regions of the plume.
Figure 5.4-1 Comparison of Exhaust Plume Velocity Profiles With and
Without Ejector
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In close proximity to the nozzle exit plane, 0.9 L/D , the flow defi-
cit due to boundary layer growth on the flow splitter^is apparent in the
mixing region. However, the deficit dissipates rapidly, as evidenced by
downstream profiles.
5.4.2 Verification of Nozzle Balance Operation
To ensure validity of performance results, a 0.102 m (4.0 in) ASME ref-
erence nozzle was tested before and after testing of the testbed model
to verify balance operation. These verification tests were conducted
over a range of pressure ratios similar to the model test program. The
ASME reference nozzle is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.4-2.
Balance mount flange	 PT rake 19 ports ►
30,5 cm
	 —^-
12.0 In.
—	
10,2 cm
4 1n.
w
Metric approach piping 
1 W	 i T	 ASME nozzle
15.2 cm
-•— 6.0 in.
91.4 cm
36.0 in.
Figure 5.4-2 ASME Reference Nozzle
Pretest and post test thrust coefficients and discharge coefficients
were compared to levels previously established for the Large Nozzle
Thrust Facility and also levels obtained at Fluidyne. As illustrated in
Figure 5.4-3 9 the comparison shows that repeatability of the nozzle bal-
ance is very good. The level of thrust coefficient data compares well
iith the established balance performance. The level of discharge coeffi-
cient measured was 0.1 to 0.2 percent higher than previous experience
with the Large Nozzle Thrust Facility and tended to be more in agreement
with Fluidyne's findings. However, this slight difference did not affect
the level or repeatability of measured thrust coefficient data. There-
fore, it is not believed to influence the thrust coefficient results of
this program.
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Figure 5.4-3 Comparison of Pretest and Post Test ASME Nozzle Results
with Established Performance Levels
5.4.3	 Nozzle Thrust Performance
Thrust coefficient data are presented in two parts. First, results ob-
tained without the ejector are discussed, and then the effects of the
ejector on thrust coefficient are described.
Data trends for nozzle operating conditions at constant primary pressure
ratio of 1.6 and varying fan pressure ratio from 1.8 to 3.2 without the
ejector are presented in Figure 5.4-4. As shown, the thrust coefficient
increases with increasing fan pressure ratio to a maximum value of 0.983
at a fan pressure ratio of 2.8, then decreases to a level of 0.978 at a
fan pressure ratio of 3.2. The reduced level of thrust coefficient of
0.974 at the lower fan nozzle pressure ratios (1.8 to 2.2) is character-
istic of a convergent-divergent (C-D) nozzle overexpansion thrust loss,
which occurs when operating at less than design pressure ratio, where
the flow has separated from the divergent wall. Although the model is
config^jred with a convergent primary nozzle: the expansion area ratio
(A1,9/Al8) of the coannular plug-type fan nozzle is 1.4 with a design,
pressure ratio of 5.6.
so
a 1.00
i
0.99
V
y—
0.960Q
H 0.94
0.92
Ptp/Pa = 1.6
1.4
	
1.8
	
2.2	 2.6
	
3.0	 3.4
Fan nozzle pressure ratio
Ptf/Pa
Figure 5.4-4 Thrust Coefficient at Constant Primary Nozzle Operating
Conditions Without the ejector
A feature of a plug-type nozzle is that exhaust flow aerodynamically
adjusts to minimize overexpansion losses when operating below design in
the overexpanded flow regime. Alignment of the nozzle throat flow with
the downstream plug surface is critical to minimize overexpansion.
losses. The testbed model is configured with a 3-degree inner body in
the region of the fan nozzle throat, followed by an 8-degree downstream
surface that could result in an overexpansion loss. Experimental deter-
mination of the static pressure distributions on the a£terbody was not
possible because of a lack of instrumentation$
A curve of thrust coefficient versus primary nozzle pressure ratio from
1.4 to 2.4 at constant :fan flow conditions is shown in Figure 5.4-5.
Thrust coefficient is relatively constant, approximately 0.976, to a
choking nozzle pressure ratio of 1.89. Then it subsides graduall y to a
level of 0.972 at a nozzle pressure ratio of 2.4. The trend is typical.
of a convergent nozzle with peak performance occurring near critical
operating conditions and then falling off in the underexpanded flow
regime at higher pressure ratios.
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Figure 5.4-5 Thrust Coefficient at Constant Fan Nozzle Operating Con-
ditions Without the Ejector
A comparison of results with and without the ejector shows that presence
of the ejector increases nozzle performance for both constant primary
and constant fan nozzle operating conditions, as illustrated in Figures
5.4-6 and 5.4-7. As shown for both sets of conditions, the ejector does
not change the basic data trends, but increases the thrust coefficient
level from 0.1 percent at low flow conditions to 0.4 percent at higher
nozzle pressure ratios. The incremental increase in thrust coefficient
is attributed to thrust augmentation of the ejector brought about by jet
flow entrainment of ambient air i-duced through the inlet and the asso-
ciated momentum increase of flow exiting the ejector. Thrust augmenta-
tion tended to increase with increasing nozzle pressure ratio over the
ranges tested. Higher levels of thrust augmentation can be achieved with
ejectors of sufficient length to obtain 100 percent miring but are not
practical for flight configurations. In addition, the ejector thrust
augmentation observed at static conditions decays readily as flight
speed increases due to increasing inlet ram drag. Overallq results with
the ejector show that the testbed configuration should produce a 0.080
thrust coefficient at design operating conditions.
These model test results define a range of thrust coefficients with and
without the ejector applicable to the full scale testbed nozzle system
when the engine is operated under a combination of conditions that pro-
duce a 0.65 fan-to-primary area ratio and similar nozzle pressure ratios.
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Figure 5.4-6 Effect of Ejector on Nozzle Thrust Coefficient at Con-
stant Primary Operating Conditions
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Figure 5.4-7 Effect of Ejector on Nozzle Tlirust Coefficient at Con-
stant Fan Operating Conditions
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5.4.4 Nozzle Discharge Coefficients
Measured fan and primary nozzle discharge coefficients, both with and
without the ejector, are discussed in this section. Fan and primary dis-
charge coefficients without the ejector are presented in Sections
5.4.4.1 and 5.4.4.2, respectively. In Section 5.4.4.3, effects of the
ejector on fan and primary discharge coefficients are discussed.
5.4.4.1 Fan Nozzle Discharge Coefficients
Fan nozzle discharge coefficients for test conditions of varying fan
flow and constant primary flow (Figure 5.4-8) show that the fan dis-
charge coefficient is constant at a level of 0.979 over the range
tested, fan pressure ratio of 1.8 to 3.2. In the near sonic to super-
sonic flow regime, the fan discharge coefficient trend is characteristic
of an annular plug type nozzle with shallow convergence to the nozzle
throat and no abrupt changes in flowpath contour in the throat region.
Also shown in Figure 5.4-8 is the band of flow coefficients at condi-
tions of varying primary flow, constant fan flow and fan pressure ratio
of 2.4. The band indicates that the data are essentially consistent and
compare favorably with the level of fan discharge coefficient at vari-
able fan operating conditions. As expected, variations in primary flow
(primary nozzle pressure ratios of 1.4 to 2.4) had no effect on the fan
discharge coefficient. A constant level of discharge coefficient is de-
sirable to maintain a constant engine flow match. However, the exhaust
system in the testbed demonstrator has a variable-geometry fan nozzle
that could accommodate variations in fan discharge coefficient, if re-
quired.
0
"' 1.00
0.96
.o
eCV 0.92
PtflP8 =1.6
Data band Of Cot for variable primary flow test
at constant Ptf/Pa = 2.4
1.4	 1.8	 2.2	 2.6	 3.0 3.4
Fan nozzle pressure ratio Ptf1Pa
Figure 5.4-8 Fan Discharge Coefficient at Constant Primary Operating
Conditions
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5.4.4.2 Primary Nozzle Discharge Coefficients
A comparison of primary nozzle discharge coefficient }
 measured both with
and without the fan stream at a pressure ratio of 1.6, is presented in
Figure 5.4-9. The primary nozzle discharge coefficient did not exhibit
the same characteristics observed for the fan stream. The trend of pri-
mary nozzle discharge coefficient for test conditions of varying fan
pressure ratio and a constant primary nozzle pressure ratio of 1.6 indi-
cates the fan stream has a restrictive effect on the primary flow, with
primary nozzle discharge coefficient decreasing with increasing fan
pressure ratio. The data show that in the dual flow case the primary
nozzle discharge coefficient dropped from 4 to 11 percent relative to
the level observed without fan flow (0.95).
CL 1 .00
v	 Ptp/Pa =1.6
Observed level at (Ptp/Pa =1.6)
fan flow off
-------- ----
flow
1.8
	 2.2	 2.6	 3.0	 3.4
0.96
co 0.92
W
W
bAL
0.88
V
t/'f
0.84
t4
^i
1.0
	
1.4
Fan nozzle pressure ratio - P # f/Pa
Figure 5.4-9 Effect of Fan Flow on Primary Nozzle Discharge Coeffi-
cient at Constant Primary Operating Conditions
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The restrictive effect of the fan stream impinging on the primary flow
is more pronounced at subcritical (P t p/Pa <1.89) primary nozzle
operating conditions, where downstream pressure disturbances are commu-
nicated upstream of the nozzle throat. This trend is apparent from a
comparison of primary nozzle discharge coefficient, measured with and
without fan flow for varying primary pressure ratio from 1.4 to 2.4 and
constant fan pressure ratio of 2.4 in the dual flow case (Figure 5.4-10).
1.00
Ptf /Pa - 2.4	 Observed level
Fan flow off
0.96
0.92
0.88
	
I	 I	 I	 i
1.0
	
1.4	 1.8
	 2.2	 2.6
Primary nozzle pressure ratio - Ptp/Pa
Figure 5.4-10 Effect of Fan Flow on Primary Discharge Coefficient at
Constant Fan Operating Conditions
The data in Figure 5.4-10 also indicate that as the primary nozzle pres-
sure ratio increases above 1.89, the primary discharge coefficient with
dual flow approaches the primary nozzle discharge coefficient .level ob-
served without fan flow. Similar restrictive effects of the fan stream
on primary flow were observed during the testing of Reference 1. During
those tests it k7as observed that primary discharge coefficient trends
were a function of nozzle geometry as well as operating conditions.
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Data trends of the primary nozzle discharge coefficient suggest that the
core flow of the testbedp operating with fixed area primary nozzle, will
be influenced by nozzle operating conditions. However, conical primary
nozzles in the exhaust system are designed to he trimmed to the required
flow area which alleviates the restrictive effect of the fan stream on
the primary flow. Also, the data in Figure 5.4-9 show that at testbed
nozzle operating conditions up to the design limit (fan pressure ratio
of 2.4) the level of primary nozzle discharge coefficient is relatively
constant, varying from 0.92 to 0.93. At higher fan pressure ratios, the
implication of these data trends is of significance to the 9CE propul-
sion systems currently being considered for AST applications. At takeoff
operating conditions, the fan nozzle pressure ratio for these cycles may
range from 2.4 to 3.2 at core nozzle pressure ratios of 1.7 to 1.85. At
these conditions, the restriction of core flow will become more pro-
nounced and will influence the nozzle design requirements.
5.4.4.3 Ejector Effects on Discharge Coeffieients
Comparison of fan and primary discharge coefficients measured with and
without the ejector showed that the ejector had a negligible effect on
flow characteristics of either stream.
A comparison of fan discharge coefficient for conditions of varying fan
pressure ratio and constant primary nozzle pressure ratio indicates that
the ejector decreased fan discharge coefficient 0.2 percent over the
range tested, as illustrated in Figure 5.4-11. A comparison of individu-
al data points shows that this is within the accuracy of the flow meas-
uring system, but the trend of data with the ejector, as shown, falls
slightly below the level of that measured without the ejector.
Comparisons of primary discharge coefficients with and without the ejec-
tor for dual flow nozzle condition of constant primary pressure ratio
and constant fan pressure ratio are shown in Figures 5.4-11 and 5.4-13,
respectively. These comparisons also indicate that the ejector had a
negligible effect on the primary nozzle discharge coefficient.
5.4.5 Data Comparison With Thrust Performance Prediction
Comparisons of measured nozzle thrust coefficients to performance pre-
dicted by the coannular nozzle aerodynamic prediction procedure (ref. 3)
are presented in this section. This procedure is an empirical technique
based on a combination of analytical estimates of internal and external
viscous losses and empirical shock loss correlations as a function of
nozzle geometry. The procedure does not consider the presence of an
ejector and the shock loss correlations are limited to a primary nozzle
pressure ratios of 1.6 and 2.0.
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Figure 5.4-11
	
	 Effect of Ejector on Fan Discharge Coefficient at
Constant Primary Operating Conditions
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Figure 5.4-12 Effect of Ejector on Printary Nozzle Discharge Coeffi-
cient at Constant Primary Operating Conditions
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Figure 5.4-13 Effect of Ejector on Primary Discharge Coefficient at
Constant Fan Operating Conditions
Predictions were made for fan nozzle pressure ratios of 1.8, ?.4, Mt
and 3.2 at a primary pressure ratio of 1.6. Also, predictions were made
at a fan nozzle pressure ratio of 2.4 and a primary nozzle pressure
ratio of 2.0. A comparison of predictions shown in Figure 5.4-14 with
measured performance at a primary nozzle pressure ratio of 1.6 shows
agreement within 0.2 percent at the lower fan pressure ratio. The larg-
est disparity is 0.6 percent at a fan pressure ratio of 2.8. In this
case, the prediction tends to correlate well at the Tower fan pressure
ratios, but is low at the higher pressure ratios.
The predicted performance at a primary pressure ratio of 1.0 did not
correlate as well as at a pressure ratio of 1.6, as depicted in Figure
5.4-15. The predicted performance was 0.7 percent higher than the meas-
ured data. The higher predicted performance is a result of an underesti-
mation of the shock losses. The shock loss correlations indicate that
the loss is minimal at these flow conditions and geometry. As noted pre-
viously in the discussion, the alignment of the fan nozzle flow with the
downstream afterbody may have introduced a shock loss.
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Figure 5.4-14 Comparison of Predicted and Measured Performance at
Constant Primary Operating Conditions
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SECTION 6.0
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 ACOUSTIC RESULTS
Independent variations of fan and primary stream properties affected the
acoustic characteristics of an IVP jet in a manner that is in general
agreement with the earlier data. Overall, changes in fan stream proper-
ties affected both high frequency and low frequency jet noise, while
changes in primary etream properties produced changes only in the low
frequency jet noise. This result is in agreement with earlier tests.
The hardwall ejector model tested did not produce the expected noise
attenuation. It is believed this was due to the shortness of the ejec-
tor, relative to the nozzle diameter. Fan stream shuck noise was in-
fluenced by the ejector even though most high frequency jet mixing noise
was not.
When test results from the VCE testbed are available, a direct compar-
ison of a scaled model teat point and measured testbed data will be pos-
sible. Thisp along with additional points lying near the testbed operat-
ing line, will permit an evaluation of the ability to scale the model
IVP jet acoustic data. Jet noise predictions using the procedure previ-
ously developed compared favorably with model data. Predicted spectral
shapes and levels are generally within the stated accuracy of the method.
6.2 AERODYNAMIC RESULTS
Results of performance tests without the ejector showed that, in gener-
al, reasonable levels of thrust coefficient were achieved over the range
of flow conditions tested. The lowest level observed was 0.972, while
the highest was 0.983. Installation of the ejector increased performance
0.2 to 0.4 percent, with the greater increase tending to occur at the
higher pressure ratio conditions. Thrust coefficients wereldefined for a
range of pressure ratios applicable to the testbed engine exhaust system
when operated at conditions which simulate the model geometry.
At fan to primary pressure ratios greater than 1.0 9 variations in fan
nozzle pressure ratio imparted a significant effect on the primary noz-
zle discharge coefficient. At a primary nozzle pressure ratio of 1.61
increasing the fan nozzle pressure ratio from 2.4 to 3.2 decreased the
primary nozzle discharge coefficient from 0.93 to 0.86. Addition of the
ejector had minimal effect on nozzle discharge coefficients.
A comparison of measured and predicted nozzle thrust coefficients showed
good agreement. In all cases evaluated, this agreement was better than
one percent.
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APPENDIX A CALCULATION OF ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS
Several noise parameters were calculated directly from the measured data
and from the data after it had been scaled. Following are the methods of
calculation for these parameters.
1) Calculation of Overall. Sound Pressure Level (OASPL)
K
	 10 4 	 f)OASPL - 10 log F	
I f-20
where
f - one-third octave band number at a particular angle.
K = highest one-third octave band number for which
calculation is performed. K n49 for model scale data and
K=40 for testbed and full-size engine data.
SPLf - SPL value for the f th one-third octave band.
2) Calculation of Power Level (PWL) and Overall Power Level (OAPWL)
Sound power level spectra and overall power level were determined for
the model data and scaled data by spatial integration over the eleven
microphone positions from the listed SPL values assuming symmetry about
the jet axis of noise generation. Since the theoretical day model scale
data represent the noise that would be measured if no atmospheric
absorption was present, the power levels represent noise generation at
the sc >yrce. The model size data adjusted to a standard FAA day and the
scaled data, likewise adjusted, produce power levels which represent an
integration of the far field noise levels on a standard day at a
particular radius. The actual power level calculations employed were:
PWL - 10 log (r	 ) - sound power level, in decibels
Wef
rn2
where:	 W	 G^	 Pi dAi = the acoustic power, in watts
i^1 PoC
Wref '	 10-12 watts = the reference power level
P 2 _	 ( SPL ) P;ef
	
= mean square sound pressure
i	 10
prof - 20 X 10-6 N/H2 - reference acoustic pressure
Po	 n atmospheric density
C	 - atmospheric speed of sound
n	 a number of microphones
p Al * surface area of spherical segment associated with ith
microphone
o	 for the first microphone
11C	
/J
	
pAl - 2 ^ r2 os8	 e1
+
02
Ic
	 1 — cos	
2
o	 for intermediate microphones
ei-1 + 0 •	 + 8• -QAi	 2 v r 2 
I
cos (	 1	 ) - cos ( ^,	 x 1 
2
o	 for the last microphone
DAn - 2 7r r 2 [cos ( On-1 2 + On ) - cos 
071l
o	 where: r - distance of microphone from nozzle
Calculation of Overall Power Level (OAPWL)
K
OAPWL - 10 log ,	 10•1 PWL f
3)	 Calculation of Perceived Noise Level (PNL)
r
Perceived noose levels were computed from the SPL spectra at several
radii and sidelines. The method of calculation is given in Reference 11.
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yAPPENDIX B - ACOUSTIC DATA FOR TEST POINTS
ADJACENT TO MODEL-TESTBED MATCH POINT
The following tables provide one third octave band sound pressure
levels, overall sound pressure levels and perceived noise levels for
model test conditions at and near the testbed engine match point. See
Figure 4.5-1 for identification of operating conditions at point noted.
The model data are scaled 6X to 0.76 m (2.5 ft) equivalent diameter
sizep and represe4Lative of testbed demonstrator engine noise data at
anticipated measuring radius of 27.4 m (90 ft.)
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APPENDIX C - ACTUAL OPERATING AND AMBIENT TEST CONDITIONS
FAN	 PRNANY
TTF 1'f TTP VP TA RifTrhr
Pr. PTFPPA K k, R m/8 fts PCP/PA K ')R m/s US K O R P
1 2.14 fool Iory +n3 2106 1,SR 747 1415 444 1'.72 104 54$ 37
". 2.19 on? 1745 h7tl ^1753 1.54 801 1442 950 1475 303 545 9$1 2.19 421 1658 649 2110 1,61 801 14461 454 1484 703 595 394 2.40 698 1.56 560 199$ 1	 r)n 799 I49$ 451 1481 903 546 'S5 11,40 585 1053 112 1674 1,69 792 1425 441 11474 304 597 26
6 2120 loan 1461 569 2195 1,59 801 1442 449 1474 304 547 377 2.80 loss 1453 751 '471 1.59 803 1446 450 1477 305 549 378 2161 1098 1259 731 2749 1.6 $01 1446 451 1480 304 $48 374 2.80 701 12, 6 1 601 1 4 78 1.6 802 1443 451 1479 303 546 25l0 2.60 422 1660 670 21 0 9 1,6 748 1437 450 1478 303 545 19
ll 21 4.1. 414 1645 615 2418 1,6 7nri 1433 449 1474 304 547 2512 2.06 1085 1451 632 2075 1.6 801 1442 451 1481 303 546 3811 2,01 705 1269 508 1666 1,61 806 1451 455 1492 103 546 2614 2.3n 10R4 ► 981 700 2295 1.6 1084 145' 525 1729 307 552 29I5 2.40 1083 1449 700 2297 l,fi 414 1645 483 1584 107 552 28
16 2.4 In88 loin 7n2 2302 1.'SO 574 1142 380 12;,7 305 140 3217 1.4 1084 1 4 52 701 22 4 4 2.0 600 1080 466 1524 397 552 2918 2.4 1087 1957 702 2102 1.9 595 1 0171 111 lw 106 551 3019 n.10 842 1606 5R0 1932 2018 8S4 15'.7 574 1883 106 550 2920 f,41 071 1 A 76 569 1167 1,41 435 1681 571 1871 106 550 30
21 2.35 ant 16714 611 'O r, q 1.70 821 I478 5114 11,54 106 550 2922 2,09 1180 1944 646 2120 1.16 718 1.' 4 2 148 11,141 106 550 2021 ''.24 1080 1 0 44 575 1211 1.46 75R 1165 107 1102 106 550 2924 2,49 1084 1451 714 2143 1.52 815 1467 431 1416 106 550 3n25 3.21 1099 1067 798 2619 1.52 413 1464 411 1415 106 550 29
26 2.39 427 764 415 1428 1.58 774 1304 414 1419 104 547 1727 1.21 1082 1 0 47 745 2607 1.60 747 1435 449 1571 106 550 3028 1.21 6n6 1 1.52 614 2019 1.58 797 1494 445 1460 106 551 29
2 0 3.21 701 1265 637 2090 1,4n 801 1441 ri00 In69 106 551 2910 1.99 856 1541) 557 1828 2.0 851 1531 556 18"5 106 551 2418 2.41 1089 1961 704 2310 1,19 801 1445 381 1257 905 544 17
IF 3.41 1082 1 448 702 2302 1050 R0' 1441 450 1479 304 548 16
1E 2.41 925 .1665 648 2125 1.6 801 Iv, 1 450 1478 104 547 37
4F 2.40 688 1"3 n 555 1822 116 801 11+4^ 451 1480 104 547 17OF 2.10 $40 Ih02 584 141^ 1.07 86.) I54$ S71 !841 105 544 14
1P 1.60 No Fnn Flaw 1.60 117 141 :, ;44 1472 301 S45 o
14P 1.61 No Fan Flow 1.51 895 1465 x,42 1-7o 111) 546 +8
1SP I,rin No Fan Plow 1.6n VS l4h k ',R5 1401 1n) 546 „',I
Ili' '.01 No Fan Flow ',elf 902 1',44 S:,' 1?"1 1111 SN5 2R
F denotos ,-joctor conElqurotinn.
P .lenates painte Tun with primary on1v,
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APPENDIX D - LIST OF SYMBOLS
A
ASF
C
C-D
CD
CT
D
f
F
gc
IVP
L
LSF
OAPWL
OASPL
P
PNL
PWL
r
R
Ref
S
SCAR
Area
Area scale factor
Acoustic, velocity
Convergent - divergent
Discharge coefficient actual weight flow/ideal weight flow
Thrust coefficient	 actual thrust/idea thrust
Diameter
Frequency
Thrust
Gravitational constant
Inverted velocity profile
Length
Linear scale factor
Overall Power Level
Overall Sound Pressure Level
Pressure
Perceived noise level
Power level - dB re 10-12 watts
Radius
Radius or Universal gas constant
Reference
Scale factor
Supersonic Cruise Airplane Research
.ine
APPENDIX D - LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd)
SPL	 Sound pressure level re .0002 dynes/cm2
T	 Temperature (Static with no subscript, total with "t" Rub-
script)
V	 Velocity
W	 Weight flow
Xc	 Axial distance from nozzle exit plane
GREEK LETTERS
B	 Angle measured from upstream jet axis
W	 SAE density exponent
°Y	 Ratio of specific heats
P	 Mass density
A	 Difference in noise or aerodynamic performance levels
SUBSCRIPTS
a	 ambient
eq	 equivalent
ex	 exit
f	 fan
i	 initial region
id	 ideal
J	 jet
m	 merged
o	 initial conditions
p	 primary
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iAPPENDIX D - LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont`d)
ref	 reference
Q
s	 atstic
t	 total
8	 primary nozzle throat
18	 fan duct nozzle throat
9	 primary flow exit station
K 19	 fan duct flow exit station
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